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Biology of Horn Growth 
• A horn is a pointed projection of skin on 

the head of various animals  
• Horns consist of a covering of keratin and 

other proteins surrounding a core of live 
bone.  

• True horns are found mainly among the 
ruminant artiodactyls in the families 
Antilocapridae (pronghorn) and Bovidae 
(goats, sheep, etc.).  

• Horns start to grow soon after birth, and 
continue to grow throughout the life of 
the animal (except in pronghorns). 

 A. Walker 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Antelope shed the outer layer annually, but retain the bony core



• Annuli are formed 
during winter 

• False-annuli occur 
whenever a ram’s 
horn growth changes 

• There is 
proportional- 
symmetry in the 
distances between 
each annulus 

• Greatest growth 
during the 2nd year. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Annuli are formed during the winter and are a result of the rapid slow-down in horn growth when animals are nutritionally limited.  False-annuli occur whenever a ram’s horn growth changes such as during a seasonal migration between ranges or when an injury occurs.  There is often a proportional-symmetry in the distances between each annulus, with the longest growth occurring during the 2nd year, followed closely by the 3rd year (measured between the 2nd and 3rd annuli).  From this point on, inter-annulus distances decrease as the ram ages.  In this photo, the age of the ram is shown in white numbering and the growth from that year is represented by the red line.This ram was harvested in the fall and has only lived approximately half-way through the year.  He would be aged at 8.5 years; he would not reach the age of 9 years old until the next June. 



•  True annuli form 
distinct lines 
through the 
entire horn 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
True annuli form distinct lines through the entire horn that are identical in shape to the bone core from which the horn develops.  



Thinhorn Sheep  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figures illustrates mean annual horn growth over by age for Dall’s and Stone’s sheep.  Note the almost identical pattern exhibited between the males of each species.  The bottom line is of horn growth by female Dall’s sheep.



 Bighorn Sheep  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure is the horn growth of bighorn rams by age.  The greatest difference between thinhorns and bighorns is durng first year’s growth. Bighorn lambs will produce twice as much horn length as thinhorn sheep during their first year of life.  This is largely attributed to the much longer growing season offered by bighorn habitats. 



Provincial Regulations 

• "full curl thinhorn ram 
mountain sheep" means any 
thinhorn ram mountain 
sheep that has attained the 
age of 8 years as evidenced 
by true horn annuli as 
determined by the regional 
manager or his designate, or 
whose horn tip, when 
viewed squarely from the 
side at right angles to the 
sagittal plane of the skull, 
extends dorsally beyond the 
nose bridge plane; 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
"full curl thinhorn ram mountain sheep" means any thinhorn ram mountain sheep that has attained the age of 8 years as evidenced by true horn annuli as determined by the regional manager or his designate, or whose horn tip, when viewed squarely from the side at right angles to the sagittal plane of the skull, extends dorsally beyond the nose bridge plane;



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of a ram that meets the 2nd legal description of a full curl thinhorn ram.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This ram exceeds the legal minimum for the second description of a legal full-curl thinhorn ram.



Assessing Age 
 

When considering the age of  a ram there are clues to whether the 
ram is young and possibly not legal: 

• Large spacing between annuli near base 
• Smooth horns especially around the bases 
• Lots of dark horn near the base (black horn generally indicates 

current years growth) 
• Not full curl 
• Not broomed  
• Nose does not have the rounded or “roman nose” appearance 
• Horns have little or no outward flare 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The field judging portion of this presentation is referring to the ageing of sheep and not judging horn length or curl. Before a hunter gets to a point where they may consider harvesting a ram, there are clues that might lead one to believe the ram may be a young ram vs an older, mature ram.  For example, a younger ram’s:Large spacing between annuli near baseSmooth horns especially around the basesLots of dark horn near the base (black horn generally indicates current years growth)Not full curlNot broomed Nose does not have the rounded or “roman nose” appearanceHorns have little or no outward flareWhile all of these clues may not be definitive they can give one an idea if it is a younger or a mature animal that you are looking at.



• Sheep horns are 
rarely symmetrical 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sheep horns are rarely symmetrical.Get many views and angles of the ram before making a judgement to shoot.



• Annuli can be easy to 
determine, based on clear horn 
growth and well defined 
annulor groves and annulus 
‘lip’. 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Annuli can be easy to determine, based on clear horn growth and well defined annulor groves and annulus ‘lip’.



True Annuli 

• True annuli form a dark groove that is accentuated on the 
outer curve of the horn.  

• The inter-annuli distance gets proportionally smaller after 
the second annuli. 

• False annuli are often bulges and the grove does not 
extend around the back of the horn. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key to identifying a false annulus is to consider the formation and where it is located on the horn:The inter-annuli distance that seems to exist if the false annulus is mistakenly considered as a true annulus, does not fit the proportional-symmetry that is typical of a pattern of true annuli. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you can see the false annuli identified.  If these were true annuli, the inter-annulus spacing would not fit a normal growth pattern, and would be irregular in nature.Sometimes false annuli do appear in a regular pattern, and this can also be a clue in identifying them.  Another clue is to look at the top and back sides of the horn to see if the annulus extends completely around the horn, thus forming a complete annulus. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the same ram as the previous photo, shown from the front side.  Note the locations of the 6th, 7th & 8th true Annuli and recall the locations of the false annuli.  Note also how the false annuli do not generally form a distinct groove completely around the horn, that is typical of true annuli.



Examples: 
Ram #1 



Ram #1 
• The annuli are not 

well defined. 



Ram #2 
• Watch for false 

annuli 
 
 
 
 



Ram #2 
• This ram has a series 

of false annuli that 
would be difficult to 
see in the field  

• Some life history 
characteristic causes 
horn growth in this 
ram to change intra-
annuli 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This ram has a series of false annuli that would be difficult to see in the field, especially from distance.  This is specifically why hunters are encouraged not to shoot a ram based on age observed in the field!Some life history characteristic causes horn growth in this ram to change intra-annuli



Ram #3 
• Look at inter-annuli distance 

 
 



Ram #3 
• The key with this ram is to note 

the growth pattern and the 
distinctive ‘lip’ formed at each 
true annulus. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key with this ram is to note the growth pattern and the distinctive ‘lip’ formed at each true annulus.



Ram #4 
This ram has a very tight curl, making 
the visibility of the later annuli a 
challenge.  We can accurately estimate 
the age though if we use the clues in the 
horn; again, while rams on average 
habitat have slower growth and shorter 
inter-annulus distances, rams on good 
habitat can have more uniform growth 
and more consistent inter-annulus 
distances...so, how old is this ram? 

Ram #4 
• The tight curl makes ageing 

this ram difficult. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Ram #4 
• The tight curl hides the 

base, but note that the 
inter-annulus distance 
remains consistent, only 
getting progressively 
shorter with age. 

• Clearly defined annuli. 
• This ram is at least 9 years 

old. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This ram has a very tight curl, making the visibility of the later annuli a challengeNote that the inter-annulus distance remains consistent, only getting progressively shorter with age.  The horns have well defined annuli with no false annuli presentWithout even holding this ram we know that it is 9 years old; there is no 10th Annulus and the growth pattern would not indicate that there should be one.



Ram #5 



Ram #5 
• This ram can be 

accurately aged at 10 
years old based on the 
formation of an annulus 
‘lip’ and the inter-
annulus spacing.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This ram can be accurately aged at 10 years old based on the formation of an annulus ‘lip’ and the inter-annulus spacing.  There is no 11th Annulus.



Ram #5 
• This shows the 10th annulus. 
• Also, the double-groove pattern can 

be seen in the 7th and 9th annuli as 
well, lending more proof that this 
ram should be aged at 10 years old. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows there is no 11th annulus, as the only clear ‘grooves’ come together to form the 10th annulus.Also, the double-groove pattern can be seen in the 7th and 9th annuli as well, lending more proof that this ram should be aged at 10 years old.



Ram #6 
• Watch for false 

annuli. 



Ram #6 
• False annuli 

don’t have a 
distinct grove or 
annulus ‘lip’. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ram #6False annuli don’t have a distinct grove or annulus ‘lip’.



Recommendations: 
 

• Get the best optics, that you can afford. 
• Get as close as possible. 
• Take your time and be patient. 
• Get as many angles and profiles of the horns as possible. 
• Be confident in your decision. 

A. Walker 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The regulations are specific in that ONLY the Regional Manager or his designate can legally determine horn age (refer to the definitions section of the Hunting & Trapping Synopsis);Get the best optics that you can afford.  Get as close as possible.Take your time and be patient.Get as many angles and profiles of the horns as possible.When contemplating the harvesting a ram, if the words “I think” comes into your mind, Don’t Shoot!Every illegally harvested ram from an area jeopardizes future harvest opportunity and has the potential to negatively impact herd health and social structure.  It is up to the hunter and guide to consider this first and foremost BEFORE anyone ever takes a shot.  Wildlife staff are challenged every day by those who do not feel that hunting is a valuable management tool, or a legitimate activity.  We require hunters to employ responsible, ethical and humane decisions whenever they contemplate harvesting an animal, to assist us in this effort to protect hunting privileges and opportunities. 



Additional References 

Mountain sheep of North America. Edited by R. Valdez 
and P.R. Krausman. The University of Arizona Press, Tucson, Arizona, USA. 
 
BC Hunting Blog: 
http://bchuntingblog.com/blog/2012/06/16/judging-stones-sheep-in-the-field/ 
 
BC Hunting Regulations Synopsis: 
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/fw/wildlife/hunting/regulations/ 
 
Wild Sheep Society of BC: 
http://www.wildsheepsociety.net/HornCurlTest.html 
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